Converged
Cloud Stack
Product Sheet

Converged infrastructure but not as
you know it, deployed as-a-service
anywhere in the world to kickstart
cloud operations.

The Converged Cloud Stack is an
all-in-one cloud flight case housing
everything required to deliver secure,
agile and high-performance cloud. Built
to simplify the process of deploying
dedicated cloud technology, the
Converged Cloud Stack is compact
enough to be easily shipped globally
while powerful enough to support
operations and deliver impact.

Alongside the cloud stack, Cloudhelix
provides a project wrap to get your
infrastructure up and running
anywhere in the world, moving from
project kick-off to live technology in 30
working days or less. Tell us what you
need your technology to do and where
in the world you need it… we’ll take
care of the rest.
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Built to provide
Data residency
Cloud functionality in countries
without AWS, Azure or Google
Cloud
A faster means of delivering
dedicated cloud globally
High-performance cloud in a
shippable flight case
An easy to provision, powerful
on-premise cloud solution
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Deployable
anywhere in the
world within 30
days
“

The Converged Cloud Stack is perfect for
businesses looking to cut the complexity and
hassle out of provisioning dedicated cloud
infrastructure, either on home soil or overseas.
James Leavers - Chief Technology Officer, Cloudhelix

”
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Lightweight in size
& on cost

At half the size of a standard data
centre rack, and coming in a wheeled
flight case, it’s easily transported and
shipped. However, what it lacks in size it
makes up for in power. It’s built to serve
the most compute and storage intensive
applications.

Perhaps most significantly, the
Converged Cloud Stack is at its most
lightweight when it comes to cost.
We’ve built it to be accessible for the
average enterprise, while still more
than powerful to support business
operations.
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We’ve condensed years of cloud and networking
experience into a single, powerful box. The result
brings best of breed hardware and enterprise-grade
virtualisation technologies together with the leading
support and project expertise of Cloudhelix.
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We’ve designed the Converged Cloud Stack
so that it’s easy to order, fast to acquire and
simple to set up. We’ve taken the complexity
out of provisioning cloud technology,
providing everything you need to deliver fast,
reliable and secure cloud infrastructure.
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The Solution
Build

Configure

Deploy

Delivered
and managed
by Cloudhelix
Your application
Virtualised
environment
Monitoring,
management
and backup
Hardware

We build you a bespoke VMware-based converged cloud stack, add
and configure any applications or platforms you require and deploy it
for you anywhere in the world. The Converged Cloud Stack is simply
plugged in and ready to go upon arrival. The whole process takes 30
working days or less, depending on where we’re shipping to.
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Building your
cloud stack
Cloud solutions are often long-winded to procure, involving lengthy
requirements gathering processes and long, complex sales questionnaires
which can drag out your timescales unnecessarily. By providing the majority of
components you need as standard, along with some simple options to fit your
unique performance requirements, Cloudhelix can deliver the highperformance cloud technology you require as fast as possible.
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1 Choose your compute
Choose 2, 4 or 6 Tb RAM

2 Pick your application
Add a virtualisation layer such as VMware vSphere or Red Hat
OpenStack. Use it for PaaS with Pivotal Cloud Foundry or Red Hat
OpenShift. From container orchestration with Kubernetes even
through to e-discovery applications such as Relativity, we configure
and deliver the applications most important to your project.

3 Pick a location

The lightweight nature of the Converged Cloud Stack means it’s
easily wheeled into an office to provide an all-in-one cloud solution
to support your project and objective. Tell us where you need it and
we’ll ship it out to you.

4 Up and running in
30 working days
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Get in touch with
pricing and
project queries
Email
hello@cloudhelix.io
www.cloudhelix.io

Phone
P: 01273 987920

Address
Sussex Innovation Centre
Science Park Square
Falmer
Brighton
BN1 9SB

